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a b s t r a c t

Thermomagnetic properties and magnetocaloric effect (MCE) in Ni50.3Mn36.5Sn13.2 Heusler alloy ribbons
are reported. Large magnetocaloric response has been obtained for l0H = 3 T in both the reversible adi-
abatic change in temperature DTad (�6.3 and +4.7 K) and the isothermal change in the total entropy
DST (+11.8 and �2.2 J K�1 kg�1), respectively at the temperature Tstr = 271 K at which the magnetostruc-
tural phase transition from the low-temperature Martensite phase (MP) to the high-temperature Austen-
ite phase (AP) takes place, and at TCA = 311 K at which the magnetic phase transition in the AP occurs. The
MCE has been studied through the Stoner’s magnetocaloric parameter nS (Stoner EC. Phil Mag 19 (1935)
565), and a generalized expression for the equations of state for magnetic materials is presented. The
phase coexistence of the MP and AP has been studied via their respective sublattice with opposite-aligned
magnetic moments by means of the effective magnetic anisotropy density eA induced by the supercooled
(superheated) secondary AP (MP) in the MP (AP). Magnetic fields higher than the critical value of
l0HR = 0.5 T produce alignment of the two magnetic moments and hence a change in the magnetic order-
ing in the MP from antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic, resulting in a thermomagnetic behavior in which
the field-cooling and field-heating magnetizations become coincident, the induced anisotropy vanishes
eA = 0 and the metastability disappears. New tentative methods to obtain the spontaneous magnetization
of both MP and AP and their respective fractions in the phase coexistence range are reported.

� 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The magnetocaloric effect (MCE), which consists of the heating
or the cooling of magnetic solids in a varying magnetic field, has
the potential to offer an environmentally green saving and an
enhancement in the energy efficiency over conventional room-
temperature refrigeration techniques based on the compression/
expansion of gases [1,2]. The applied importance of the MCE is eas-
ily proved since it has been successfully used to reach, for the first
time, ultra-low temperatures (<1 K) [3].

The MCE is characterized by the reversible adiabatic change in
temperature DTad, or by the isothermal change in entropy DST,
underwent by a magnetic material when subjected to an external
magnetic field change DH [4]. The thermodynamic coefficients that
control this process can be expressed, in a first-order approxima-
tion, as a function of the dimensionless Stoner’s magnetocaloric
parameter nS [5]: being dTad ¼ ð@T=@HÞSdH ¼ TdnS and
dST ¼ ð@S=@HÞT dH ¼ �CHdnS, or the relations between them
dTad ¼ �ðT=CHÞdST and dST dTad ¼ �ðT=CHÞðdSTÞ2 ¼ �ðCH=TÞðdTadÞ2,
where CH ¼ Tð@S=@TÞH is the heat capacity at constant H. The
higher the magnetocaloric parameter dnS values, the higher dTad

and dST ones (in absolute value).
The figure of merit of the MCE is the so-called refrigerant capac-

ity defined as dg ¼ DTaddS or dg ¼ DST dT that integrated over the S
or T spans in the S–T region where the MCE exists, provides the
amount of heat g that can be transferred between the hot and cold
reservoirs of the thermodynamic cycle. Since DTad is more difficult
to measure experimentally than DST, the latter second equation is
usually employed and the temperature span is defined, by conve-
nience, as the temperature range spanning the half-maximum of
the DST(T) curve [6].
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According to the experimental research, while the largest DTad or
DST values have been achieved in materials with first-order phase
transitions (FOPT) (within the Ehrenfest classification [7]), the tem-
perature and entropy spans in which the MCE occurs are higher in
materials with second-order phase transitions (SOPT) what, in gen-
eral, can result in an enhancement of the refrigerant capacity g [8–
11]. Consequently, research in magnetic refrigeration has therefore
focused on exploring new magnetocaloric materials and novel strat-
egies that maximize the MCE by increasing the value of DST or DTad,
and/or broadening the temperature or entropy spans over which the
magnetocaloric response takes place, thereby increasing the refrig-
erant capacity g [12–15] (see Ref. [10] and references therein).

Heusler alloys based on Ni–Mn–Z (Z = In, Sn or in general a
group IIIA–VA element) have been recently presented as an impor-
tant class of magnetocaloric materials for enhancing nS in both the
direct (DTad > 0 or DS < 0) and inverse (DTad < 0 or DS > 0) MCE
[16–21]. These intermetallic compounds may undergo the follow-
ing consecutive phase transitions: a magnetic SOPT that takes
place at temperature TCM in the low-temperature Martensite phase
(MP); followed by a magnetostructural FOPT from the low-temper-
ature MP to the high-temperature Austenite phase (AP) at the tem-
perature Tstr, involving a change in both structural (exhibiting in
general a noticeable increase in the lattice parameters in the AP)
and magnetic (commonly a significant increase in the spontaneous
magnetization M0 in the AP) properties of the material; and a sec-
ond magnetic SOPT in the high-temperature AP that occurs at the
temperature TCA. The difference between the critical temperature
values at which these phase transitions occur is an important fea-
ture exhibited by these compounds. In this work the sequence of
these temperatures results TCM < Tstr < TCA.

Within the Ehrenfest scheme, the overheating (undercooling) of
the MP (AP) arises naturally in the FOPT but neither their temper-
ature and field limits nor metastable nature are specified. The exis-
tence of these overheating and undercooling gives rise to the
thermal and magnetic hystereses of any thermodynamic variable
Y. A phase-coexistence of a high-temperature metastable AP and
a low-temperature equilibrium MP, and vice versa, is also another
consequence of this FOPT. This MP–AP phase coexistence or meta-
stability must be taken into account in order to study the thermo-
magnetic properties of these compounds.

According to the literature, in the intermetallic Ni50Mn25Sn25

compounds the magnetic moments are located at the Mn sites with
a ferromagnetic (FM) exchange interaction in both the MP and AP
phases [22]. On the other hand, as part of Sn content is replaced
by Mn in Ni50Mn25+xSn25�x, the excess of Mn atoms occupy Sn sites
reducing the Mn–Mn stoichiometric (x = 0) distance that, together
with the reduction of the lattices parameters, make the antiferro-
magnetic (AFM) exchange arises in the MP, located in the environ-
ment of the Mn ions at both the Mn and Sn sites [23,24].

The aim of this work is to study the magnetic and magnetostruc-
tural phase transitions and their influences on the thermomagnetic
and magnetocaloric (DTad and DST) behaviors of Ni50.3Mn36.5Sn13.2

Heusler alloys. The dimensionless Stoner’s magnetocaloric parame-
ter nS has been introduced in order to study the MCE in a more com-
pact way, and a generalized expression for the equations of state for
magnetic materials will be shown. Our study of the FOPT (MP M AP)
below and above the transition temperature Tstr at which takes
place, provides deeper insights into the influence of the AP–MP
phase coexistence on the magnetic properties of the studied Heusler
alloy ribbons. A better understanding of the temperature and field
limits of the phase coexistence and its metastable nature will be
shown. The strong temperature dependence of the magnetic perme-
ability (l) in the MP due to the effective magnetic anisotropy den-
sity eA induced by the secondary AP still remaining, has turned
out to be the cause of the Quasi-Diamagnetic-like (QD) behavior
and the compensation point Tcp at which the magnetization M
vanishes, present in this kind of compounds. Magnetic fields higher
than the critical value l0HR = 0.5 T produce alignment of the two
magnetic moments in the MP and AP phases in the studied
Ni50.3Mn36.5Sn13.2 Heusler alloy ribbons, resulting in a change
in the magnetic ordering in the MP from AFM to FM, and a
thermomagnetic behavior in which the field-cooling and field-
heating magnetizations become coincident, the induced anisotropy
vanishes eA = 0 and the metastability disappears.

At the same time, our study of the SOPT that undergoes the AP
by means of its critical exponents and the universal behaviors of M
and its relation with the MCE, will allow us to assume the long-
and short-range type magnetic interactions in the AP and MP
phases, respectively as well as to obtain the spontaneous magneti-
zation M0 of both phases beyond the metastability range (H > HR).
New tentative method to obtain the respective fractions of the
MP and AP in the phase coexistence range will be reported.

2. Experimental details

Starting from high-purity metallic-constituent elements (>99.98%), a polycrys-
talline Ni50Mn25+xSn25�x (x = 11.5) alloy ingot was prepared by conventional arc
melting method under pure argon gas atmosphere. Thereupon the excess-Mn poly-
crystalline ribbons were obtained by means of the melt-spinning technique, also in
a purified argon atmosphere, ejecting the previously induction-arc-melted sample
in a quartz tube onto the polished surface of a copper wheel rotating at the high lin-
ear speed of 48 m/s. The phase and crystal structure was determined by X-ray dif-
fraction (XRD), measured at Diamond Light Source Synchrotron (I16�Materials and
Magnetism Beamline), below (at 100 K < TCM) and above (at 340 K > TCA) the existing
phase transition temperatures by using Cu Ka radiation with wavelength of
k = 1.127 Å in the range 10� 6 2h 6 110�.

The microstructure, as well as the elemental chemical composition analyses,
were checked by means of Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM, JEOL 6100) equipped
with an Energy Dispersive X-ray microanalysis system (EDX, Inca Energy 200). From
these analyses we obtain that: (i) SEM images from cross-section together with top
and bottom ribbon surfaces show a highly oriented columnar-grain microstructure,
in which the longer axis of individual grains is perpendicularly oriented to both rib-
bon surfaces; and, (ii) multiple EDX microanalyses indicate an accuracy of 0.1% of
each element in the Ni50.29Mn36.47Sn13.24 average composition with an excess of
Mn x = 11.50(4), and a valence electron concentration per atom e/a = 8.11(1) (calcu-
lated as the concentration weighted sum of the number of 3d and 4s electrons of Ni
and Mn, and the corresponding number of 5s and 5p of Sn).

The field (H) and temperature (T) dependence of the magnetization M(T,H) of
the ribbons were measured with a commercial Vibrating Sample Magnetometer
(VSM-VersaLab). The magnetic field during the experiment was always applied
along the ribbon plane in order to minimize the demagnetization effects [25].

The thermal hysteresis of the samples has been studied by means of the isofield
magnetization curves MH(T), in the temperature range from 50 K to 400 K (in incre-
ments of 0.5 K) using zero-field cooling (ZFC), field-cooling (FC) and field-heating
(FH) protocols. Prior to the ZFC measurements, the sample was prepared in a
zero-field state by cooling it from 400 to 50 K, denoted as ZFC� process. The cooling
and heating rates in these measurements were 5 K/min.

The magnetic hysteresis has also been analyzed from the isothermal magnetiza-
tion MT(H) measurements, by applying an external magnetic field up to l0H = 3 T in
10 mT increments, at the experimental temperature T0 in the temperature range
where the magnetostructural (at Tstr) and magnetic (at TCA) phase transitions take
place after reaching these temperatures in two different protocols P1 and P2: in
P1 the samples were zero-field cooled down to 50 K, heated up to the experimental
temperature T0, followed by the heating up to the next experimental temperature
T0 + dT, with a step of dT = 1 K; and in P2, the samples were also firstly zero-field
cooled down to 50 K and heated up to T0, with the difference that the next exper-
imental temperature T0 is reached when the zero-field cooling down to 50 K process
is repeated, followed by the corresponding heating up to T0 + dT (with dT = 1 K).

The zero-field heat capacity C(T,0) measurements were carried out using an
a.c.-calorimeter by an adiabatic heat relaxation technique in the temperature range
from 117 K to 340 K in 0.5 K step increments, encompassing both the magneto-
structural and magnetic phase transformations presented in the studied system.
3. Determination of the magnetocaloric and thermomagnetic
properties

3.1. Magnetocaloric effect

The magnetocaloric effect (MCE) is related to the physical phe-
nomenon in which magnetic materials undergo an adiabatic



Fig. 1. S(T,H) diagram of the MCE showing the field- and temperature-dependence
of the experimental total entropy S for Ni50.29Mn36.47Sn13.24 alloy ribbons. The upper
and lower insets display a magnification of the inverse and direct MCE, respectively
as expanded views of the main panel. The magnetocaloric effect is shown in terms
of both DS (change in the entropy S as vertical arrows or isothermal process), or in
terms of DTad (change in the temperature T as horizontal arrows or adiabatic
process), at given temperature T for a magnetic field value H (up to 3 T). Dotted
arrows indicate how the magnetic field increases.
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reversible change in temperature DTad, defined as DTad

(T,H) = T(H) � T(0), when they are adiabatically subjected to an
effective external magnetic field H (after appropriately corrected
by the demagnetizating field) [1]. The field evolution of the tem-
perature T(H) in a magnetocaloric material with SOPT or continu-
ous phase transitions is given by:

TðHÞ ¼ Tð0ÞexpnS ; ð1Þ

with the dimensionless Stoner’s magnetocaloric parameter nS:

nSðT;HÞ ¼ �l0

Z H

0
ð@MT:H=CHÞdH; ð2Þ

where l0 is magnetic permeability of vacuum, M the net component
of the magnetization parallel to H, C(T,H) = CH(T) the heat capacity at
constant H, and oMX,Y the X-derivative of M at constant Y. The heat
capacity can be analyzed considering additive and independent
contributions from the magnetic CM(T,H), lattice CL(T,H) and, as a
first approximation, field independent electronic CE(T) subsystems
[26,27]. By convenience we assume an isobaric process at pressure
P, and zero initial field has been considered (DH = H).

Therefore:

DTadðT;HÞ ¼ Tð0ÞðexpnS � 1Þ ’ Tð0ÞnS; ð3Þ

where the first-order Taylor series approximation of the exponen-
tial function has been used, as it is usually presented in the litera-
ture, permissible for ferromagnets in which the MCE becomes
only appreciable at temperatures not very far from the phase tran-
sitions, but not for paramagnets near zero absolute value, where the
heat capacity approaches to zero [5,28–31].

Alternatively, related to the adiabatic change in temperature
DTad, when the magnetic materials are isothermally subjected to
an applied magnetic field, there is an isothermal reversible change
in the total entropy DS – we omit the subscript T in order to avoid
confusions – given by the Maxwell relations [32]:

DSðT;HÞ ¼ l0

Z H

0
@MT;HdH ¼ �l0

Z M

0
@HT;MdM: ð4Þ

The total entropy S of magnetic materials is defined as the sum of
magnetic SM(T,H), lattice SL(T,H) and, as a first approximation, field
independent electronic SE(T) entropies [6,33]. If we consider that S
remains constant in closed systems in an adiabatic process, an
increase in S associated to the magnetic degrees of freedom leads
to a decrease in the contribution of S related to the nonmagnetic
ones, and vice versa. In other words, the magnetic system experi-
ments the aforementioned adiabatic temperature change DTad

when the magnetic field changes in order to keep constant the total
entropy S, or equivalently, in an adiabatic process the variation of H
entails the variation of T, what has been denoted as T(H) in Eq. (1).

Taking into account that the heat capacity C ¼ @E=@T is a mea-
surement of how a system absorbs energy E and distributes it
between its different degrees of freedom in order to increase the
temperature T, the physical meaning of the magnetocaloric param-
eter nS is given, as H and T vary, by the ratio of the temperature var-
iation of the magnetic energy EH with respect to CH, and
corresponds to the change in T due to the magnetic degree of free-
dom. This argument allow us to determine the optimum value of
the magnetocaloric effect as dTmax

ad ¼ TCdnmax
S , where TC is the tem-

perature at which the MCE is maximum, resulting
DTmax

ad ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l0TCMsatH=CH

p
, according to the result previously

reported in the literature [34,35], after considering that the maxi-
mum temperature variation of EH (from saturation magnetization
Msat to null one) occurs just in the temperature adiabatic range
DTad, i.e., when the MCE occurs. Analogously, from the relationship
dSmax ¼ �CHdnmax

S , we can obtain jDTmax
ad DSmaxj ¼ l0MsatH in agree-
ment with the ‘‘sum rule’’ gmax ¼
R1

0 DSdT ¼
R1

0 DTaddS ¼ l0MsatH
(in absolute value) [36].

As it was above mentioned, the experimental relevance of nS

consists in its relationship with both the reversible adiabatic tem-
perature change DTad = T(0)nS, and the reversible isothermal
entropy change DS = �CHnS. The higher the j@MT;Hj values (as it
occurs for the magnetic field H), or smaller the CH values, the
higher the magnetocaloric parameter nS (DTad or DS).

The result T(H) = T(0) in Eq. (1), i.e., DTad = DS = 0, means that
the MCE vanishes or, at least, is quite weak (nS = 0): for very low
applied fields, small temperature variation of the magnetization,
and very high heat capacity of the magnetocaloric materials. Oth-
ers several features are required at the same time to guarantee
the quality of the material for being employed as a potential refrig-
erant in a magnetic refrigerator, namely zero magnetic hysteresis
and large thermal conductivity to ensure remarkable rapid heat
exchange [4].

Eq. (3) distinguishes both the inverse (when DTad < 0) and direct
MCE (when DTad > 0) associated respectively with negative and
positive values of nS, related in this work with the existing FOPT
and SOPT, as it can be seen in the upper and lower panel in
Fig. 1. Analogously, Eq. (4) differentiates between the inverse
(DS > 0) and direct (DS < 0) MCE associated with positive and neg-
ative sign of oMT,H, which can also be seen in the upper and lower
panels in Fig. 1, respectively. Although the magnetocaloric param-
eter nS (given in Eq. (2)) has been initially introduced for materials
with SOPT’s (where M is a state function), its use can be extended
to Heusler alloy-type materials with FOPT́s. For this kind of mate-
rials the temperature derivative of M may present a discontinuity
that can be totally rounded due to inhomogeneities, being oMT,H

continuous in the temperature range where the FOPT takes place
[37,38]. However, it is worth noting that this approximation can-
not carelessly be extended to phase-separated manganite Pr0.5Sr0.5

MnO3 in the temperature range where first-order FM–AFM–FM
phase transitions take place [39].

It is important to know that although there exist relationships
between DTad and the H-, T- and S-derivatives of M:
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DTadðT;HÞ ¼ �l0

Z H

0
@MS;H dH

¼ �l0

Z H

0
ð@MH;T � @MH;SÞ=@MT;H dH; ð5Þ

as far as we know, no experimental research has been reported for
the indirect determination of DTad based only on magnetization
data due, in principle, to its experimental difficulties, as occurs, sim-
ilarly, for DS in the second equality of Eq. (4).

According to the aforementioned description, a change in the
magnetic field DH produces a change in DS associated with the
variation of the magnetization related both to the magnetic (spin
degrees of freedom) and nonmagnetic (essentially lattice degrees
of freedom) subsystems, [32], which can be rewritten for an iso-
thermal process as follows:

SðT;HÞ ¼ SðT;0Þ þ DSðT;HÞ

¼
Z T

0
ðCðT;0Þ=TÞdT þ l0

Z H

0
@MT;H dH; ð6Þ

where the differential relation CðT;0Þ ¼ T@STðT;0Þ, and the first
equality in the Maxwell relationships (given in Eq. (4)) for the total
isothermal entropy change DS, have been used.

Furthermore, from Eq. (6) the reversible adiabatic temperature
change DTad can also be obtained from the numerical resolution of
the equation [40–43]:

SðT;0Þ ¼ SðT þ DTad;HÞ ! DTad ¼ ½TðS;HÞ � TðS;0Þ�S: ð7Þ

In this scenario, one can determine the MCE (DS and DTad) in a
magnetic material using Eqs. (6) and (7), after measuring the zero-
field heat capacity C(T,0) and the isofield MH(T) magnetization (or
the isothermal MT(H) one for anhysteretic processes).

Taking into account that in magnetic refrigeration magnetoca-
loric materials follow thermodynamic cycles that, in general, con-
sist of isothermal, isofield or adiabatic irreversible processes, the
evaluation of their magnetocaloric response should be carried
out in the whole involved processes in order to determine a realis-
tic study of the MCE. In this work both DS and DTad have been
determined from isofield MH(T) magnetization heating and cooling
measurements (considering thermal hysteresis in the MZFC, MFC and
MFH protocols), and from isothermal MT(H) ones magnetizing and
demagnetizing (taking into account the magnetic hysteresis). In
other words, the phase coexistence line T(H) should be crossed
by varying one of the control variable (T or H) while the other
one is kept constant in materials undergoing FOPT’s.

3.2. Thermomagnetic properties

According to the Widom’s scaling hypothesis for materials
undergoing a SOPT [44], near the critical point (TC) their free
energy F(e,H) = Fr(0,0) + Fs(e,H) can be written as the sum of a reg-
ular part Fr and a singular one Fs, being Fs a generalized homoge-
neous function, thus the thermodynamic variable Y(e,H) (for
instance Y = magnetization M ¼ �l�1

0 @FH;T , susceptibility
v ¼ �l�1

0 @2FH2 ;T , entropy S ¼ �@FT;H ,. . .) [45,46], possesses the fol-
lowing power-law dependences in the environment of TC:

Yð0;HÞ ¼ YCðHÞ ¼ Yð0;1ÞHb; e ¼ 0; ð8Þ

Yðe;0Þ ¼ Y0ðeÞ ¼
Yð1; 0Þea ; e P 0
Yð�1;0Þjeja; e < 0

�
; ð9Þ

where e ¼ ðT � TCÞ=TC is the reduced temperature, while Y0 and YC

are the spontaneous or initial (H = 0) and the critical (e = 0) values,
respectively, Y(0,1) and Y(±1,0) are the critical amplitudes, and a(Y)
and b(Y) are the critical exponents for each thermodynamic variable
Y being independent only two of them. In the literature it is usual
refer to these critical exponents as: a(M) = b (e < 0), b(M) = 1/d,
a(v) = �c, b(S) = n, etc., and to obtain the two independent ones
from the fit of Eq. (8) and/or following the Kouvel-Fisher iterative
method [47], and the remaining ones through the Widom’s [44],
Griffiths’ [48] or Rushbrooke’s [49] scaling laws, i.e., relationships
between critical exponents.

This hypothesis also allows us to obtain a generalized expres-
sion for the equations of state for magnetic systems as:

Yðe;HÞ
Hb

¼ s e
H1=D

� �
! yt ¼ sðtÞ; ð10Þ

Yðe;HÞ
jeja

¼ f�
H

jejD

 !
! yh ¼ f�ðhÞ; ð11Þ

where yt ¼ Y=Hb is the renormalized temperature dependence of
the thermodynamic variable Y (mt for the magnetization M
[39,50]), t ¼ e=H1=D the renormalized temperature, s the tempera-
ture scaling function, yh ¼ Y=jeja the Y renormalized field depen-
dence (mh for the magnetization M [39,50] or jh for the
susceptibility v [39]), h ¼ H=jejD the renormalized field, f+ (for
T > TC) and f� (for T < TC) the field scaling functions, and D = a/b
the so-called gap exponent or the Widom‘s scaling law. Eqs. (10)
and (11) are usually presented in the literature for Y = M [48].

According to Eqs. (10) and (11), if appropriate values of the crit-
ical exponents a and b, and TC are used to plot yt vs. t, or yh vs. h, all
experimental data points will collapse, respectively, onto one uni-
versal curve s, or two universal ones: f+ (for T > TC) and f� (for
T < TC). This is an important criterion to validate the reliability of
the procedure used to obtain the critical exponents and will be
used in this work for Y = M.
4. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of the Ni50.29Mn36.47

Sn13.24 ribbons at 340 K (upper panel) and 100 K (lower panel). The
XRD pattern carried out at 340 K above the magnetic phase transi-
tion at TCA (upper panel), confirms that the phase present in the
studied sample is a pure AP. The appearance of the super-lattice
reflections with the Miller indices (111) and (311) suggest that
the studied alloy is crystallized in the highly ordered cubic L21

Heusler structure, with lattice parameter aA = 0.59848(3) nm and
unit cell volume vA = 0.21436(3) nm3. On the other hand, at the
temperature of 100 K below the magnetic phase transition at TCM

(lower panel), the XRD pattern indicates a phase coexistence of
the mentioned cubic L21 structure together with the monoclinic
one corresponding to the MP. The new formed monoclinic struc-
ture of the MP shows a fourteen-layer modulation (14 M) with
the lattice parameters: aM = 0.4408(7) nm, bM = 0.5673(5) nm,
cM = 3.0033(1) nm, a = 93.81� and unit cell volume vM = 0.107(1)
nm3. A change in the sample dimensions will occur during the
magnetostructural phase transition provided that a noticeable dif-
ference between the volumes of the unit cells of the AP and MP
(dv = vM � vA) exists (data collected in Table 1 together with the
main experimental results of this work). Accurate determinations
in Ni–Mn–Sn Heusler alloy ribbons of the austenitic and martens-
itic structures from neutron diffraction experiments have con-
firmed a �0.5% relative volume change [16,51].

This AP–MP phase coexistence that appears below the mag-
netostructural transition at Tstr is a consequence of the nature of
the FOPT and can be extended above Tstr as it is confirmed by
numerous experiments [22], thus there exists phase coexistence
of the MP having a secondary AP with spontaneous magnetization
M0A (T < Tstr), and in the same sense that of AP having a secondary
MP with spontaneous magnetization M0M (T > Tstr), in the temper-
ature and field limits that will be specified below.



Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction patterns for the as-quenched ribbons measured at 340 K
(upper panel) and 100 K (lower panel). The insets show details to clarify the
prominent peaks in the range 10� 6 2h 6 110�. In the lower panel Miller indices
typed in black and red correspond to the L21 and 14 M crystal structures,
respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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As it was also mentioned above, the Mn excess x together with
the volume change in the unit cell of the MP (dv < 0), make the
existing FM coupling in the AP that is located in the environment
of the Mn ions, transforms to AFM coupling in the MP located both
in the surroundings of the Mn ions at the Mn and Sn sites [23,24].

Fig. 3 represents the ZFC, FC and FH temperature dependences
of the specific magnetization rH(T) recorded from 50 K to 400 K
at 5 mT (panel a), 10 mT and 20 mT (b), 30 mT, 60 mT and 0.5 T
(c), and 1 T (d). It can be distinguished that the studied sample
experiments four times the existing phase transitions: two times
cooling in a zero-field (ZFC�) and nonzero-field (FC) states, and
two times heating with applied fields (ZFC and FH). These experi-
mental data exhibit some common features associated with this
kind of Ni–Mn–Z Heusler alloys, such as:

(i) First-order magneto-structural phase transition (MP M AP)
at temperature Tstr (upward triangles on heating and down-
ward triangles on cooling, determined from the correspond-
ing inflection points of rH(T)), known as ( ) the Martensitic
transformation from the high-temperature AP to the low-
temperature MP with lower symmetry.

(ii) An overheating (undercooling) is required to transform
MP ? AP (MP AP) resulting in a field-dependent dT-width
thermal hysteresis loop in the rH vs. T curves. This thermal
hysteresis value, dT = 17.0(5) K, becomes field independent
for a high enough critical magnetic field value HR (panels
3c and 3d). The meaning of this magnetic field HR will be
specified below.
(iii) The experimental rH(T) data displayed in Fig. 3 present a
strong magnetization change dr = rM � rA < 0 at the tem-
perature Tstr, where rM and rA are the magnetization values
corresponding to the MP and AP, respectively. Although this
change is attributed to the Martensitic transformation at
temperature Tstr, it takes place, as it is usually referred in
the literature [52], over the temperature range given by
the characteristic temperatures of the Martensitic transfor-
mation: ( ) martensite start MS = 256.7(5) K, martensite fin-
ish MF = 244.7(5) K, and (?) austenite start AS = 258.3(5) K
and austenite finish AF = 274.8(5) K, defined as the extreme
values of rH(T) and marked as solid symbols d in panel 3d
for a magnetic field value higher than HR.

In this scenario, displaying the MP (monoclinic) and AP (cubic,
with higher crystalline symmetry and less effective anisotropy)
phase coexistence with AFM and FM orderings, respectively, the
studied sample can be treated, in the simplest case, via two mag-
netic phases with opposite-aligned magnetic moments. Therefore,
in addition to the magnetic anisotropies present in a single phase, a
significant initial magnetic permeability l variation can be intro-
duced due to the induced anisotropy by the secondary phase with
different magnetic order, i.e., secondary AP with FM ordering and
spontaneous magnetization M0A (>M0M) in the parent MP (T < Tstr),
and vice versa, MP with AFM ordering and lower spontaneous mag-
netization value in the AP (T > Tstr).

According to the so-called Hopkinson effect [53], the initial per-
meability l of many ferromagnetic materials can increase with
increasing temperature due to the influence of the effective mag-
netic anisotropy induced by the secondary phase, and exhibiting
a sharp peak below the critical temperature TC followed by a drop
to a small value. In others words, when the temperature
approaches to TC the decrease rate of the induced effective anisot-
ropy energy density (eA) (that prevents the alignment of the mag-
netization with the field) is much faster than that magnetic energy
density (eH) (with the opposite result), and therefore the following
magnetic orderings can take place: (i) (";) opposite-aligned mag-
netic moments in both phases with net opposite component M
(;) with H (") (when eA > eH); (ii) (";) opposite-aligned magnetic
moments with null magnetization M at Tcp (when the opposite
aligned driving forces are compensated eA = eH); and, (iii) ("") par-
allel alignment of magnetic moments with local maximum of the
rH(T) curves or an abrupt change in its temperature derivative at
TR (when eA = 0).

For the sake of best understanding, if the magnetic field H is
kept constant and the temperature increases (namely the ZFC pro-
tocol), the opposite magnetic moments of the two phases (when
eA > eH) start to rotate from their initial directions (";) towards
the direction of the applied magnetic field. As a result, at the so-
called compensate point Tcp both magnetic moments compensate
each other (";) (open symbols s in panels 3a, 3b and 3c, where
rZFC(Tcp, H) = 0, l(Tcp, H) = 0 and eA = eH) [38,54,55], and at the so-
called spin reorientation temperature TR they become parallel
("") to the applied magnetic field when eA = 0 [27] (solid symbols
j in panels 3a, 3b and 3c with a local maximum of the rZFC(T)
curves for T < Tstr, or an abrupt change in its temperature derivative
for T > Tstr, that specify the temperature metastability limits).

Analogously, in terms of the magnetic energy, if the tempera-
ture T is kept fixed and the magnetic field is increased, the opposite
magnetic moments of the two phases start to rotate from the easy
magnetization axis towards the direction of the applied magnetic
field. At the so-called compensate field Hcp (where rZFC(T,Hcp) = 0,
l(T,Hcp) = 0 and eA = eH), these two sublattice magnetic moments
cancel each other and at a given critical magnetic field, called the
spin reorientation magnetic field HR, they become parallel aligned
with the applied magnetic field direction when eA = 0.



Table 1
Summary of the main experimental results obtained in this work for the studied Ni50.29Mn36.47Sn13.24 alloy ribbons related to the Martensite phase (MP), Austenite phase (AP) and
Martensitic transformation (MP M AP). CA = critical amplitudes, HL = magnetic hysteretic losses.

MP MP M AP AP

Lattice parameters (nm) aM 0.4408(7)
bM 0.5673(5)
cM 3.0033(1)
a (�) 93.81
aA 0.59848(3)

Vol. unit cell (nm3) v 0.107(1) 0.21436(3)
|dv| 0.107(1)

dT ± 0.5 (K) (H > HR) 17.0
|dr| (emu g�1) (H > HR) ZFC, FH 21

FC 25
Characteristic temperatures ±0.5 (K) (l0H = 1 T) MS 256.7

MF 244.7
AS 258.3
AF 274.8

CA (emu g�1) r(�1,0) 36.3(7) 96(1)
rZFC(TR,HR) (emu g�1) rZFC(�1,0)

u 0.60(1)
TC ± 0.5 (K) ZFC 252.7 311.7

C(T,0) 311.2
Tcp ± 0.5 (K) l0Hcp = 5 mT 226.6

l0Hcp = 60 mT 60.2
TR ± 0.5 (K) l0HR = 5 mT 244.3

l0HR = 0.5 T 60.8
Tstr (K) (?) l0H = 20 mT 273.2(5)

l0H = 3 T 269.2(5)
P1 270(1)
P2 272(1)
C(T,0) 271.1(5)

HL ± 0.1 (J kg�1) Tstr(P1) 11.8
Tstr(P2) 19.9

DSpk ± 0.1 (J K�1 kg�1) (l0H = 3 T) [S(0,1) (J K�1 kg�1), n] ZFC (FH) 11.8 �2.2 [1.03(2), 0.70(1)]
FC 17.3
T0H" (P1) 11.9 [4.41(1), 0.927(2)]
T0H; (P1) 12.0 [4.395(1), 0.936(1)]
T0H" (P2) 12.0 [4.62(1), 0.904(3)]
T0H; (P2) 13.4 [4.844(5), 0.935(1)]

DTad ± 0.1 (K) [DTad(0,1) (K), h] ZFC �6.3 4.7 [2.28(2), 0.68(2)]
FC �6.6

Critical exponents n 0.70(1)
b 0.48(4)
1/d 0.28(1)
D 1.74(1)
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It is worth pointing out that, the higher the magnetic field inten-
sity the smaller Tcp (";) and TR ("") values (with Tcp < TR). The
magenta line in panel 3c confirms this decreasing field-evolution
of TR through the fitting of the local maximum of the rZFC(T) curves
for T < Tstr, as a power-law of the reduced temperature
e ¼ ðTR � TCMÞ=TCM < 0 according to the expression rZFCðTR;HRÞ ¼
rZFCð�1;0Þjeju, with the fitting parameters: rZFC(�1,0) =
36.3(7) A m2 kg�1, u = 0.60(1), where TCM = 252.7(5) K (cross sym-
bols � in panels 3a and 3c determined from the inflection points
of rZFC(T) at low field l0H = 5 mT). This result is physically
expected, since the increase of the magnetic field intensity reduces
the induced effective magnetic anisotropy energy, so a smaller
amount of thermal energy density (eT) will be required to make
rotate the magnetization towards the direction of the applied mag-
netic field [27]. The parameter rZFC(�1,0) determined from this fit
gives, as a first approximation, the magnetization in the MP at
T = 0 K when an applied magnetic field HR overcome the induced
effective magnetic anisotropy by the secondary AP, i.e., this
parameter corresponds to the critical amplitude of the spontaneous
magnetization rM(�1,0) in the MP beyond the metastability range
defined by the TR(HR) phase coexistence line. Because of the
high-field induced nature of the FM state in the MP, the validity of
the term spontaneous magnetization is questionable. Nevertheless,
it may be of great interest to note that there are neither theoretical
predictions nor experimental method to obtain the spontaneous
magnetization in multiphase systems with, at least, three phase
transitions.

The decreasing field-evolution of TR ("") for T > Tstr can be seen
by the green line (guide to the eyes), where TCA = 311.7(5) K (cross
symbols �). The corresponding decrease of the compensate point
Tcp (";), with Tcp < TR < TCM, can be visualized following the open
symbols s throughout Fig. 3 as the magnetic field increases.

According to these arguments (similarly to diamagnetic phe-
nomenology and, therefore, named in the literature as Quasy-Dia-
magnetic-like (QD) behavior [55]), a negative value (";) of the
initial permeability l can be obtained due to a strong induced
effective anisotropy (eA > eH) in the temperature range below the
compensate point Tcp(H) with H < Hcp. This QD-like behavior has
been observed to appear from Tcp = 226.6(5) K at l0H = 5 mT, and
decreases down to Tcp = 60.2(5) K for l0H = 60 mT, due to the
equipment limitations we are not able to measure this feature at
temperatures lower than 50 K.

On the other hand, a spin reorientation temperature TR(H) has
been observed from TR = 244.3(5) K (TR = 60.8(5) K) when the sam-
ple is magnetized with the critical magnetic field value l0HR = 5 mT
(l0HR = 0.5 T). At higher magnetic field values the magnetic
moments of the two sublattice become parallel to the applied mag-
netic field and, once it happens, the AFM order in the MP changes



Fig. 3. ZFC, FC and FH temperature dependence of the specific magnetization rH(T) measured at H = 5 mT (a), H = 10 mT (dash-dotted lines) and H = 20 mT (solid lines) (b),
H = 30 mT (dashed lines), H = 60 mT (dash-dotted lines) and HR = 0.5 T (solid lines) (c) and H = 1 T (d). In panel c we mark with solid symbols j the local maximum of the
displayed rZFC(T) curves at the indicated magnetic field values, and with open symbols h the corresponding local maximum of the not shown rZFC(T) curves. The meaning of
the nomenclatures and the other symbols is cited in the text.

Fig. 4. ZFC – similarly to FH for H > HR (a) and FC (b) temperature (from 50 K to
400 K) and field (up to 3 T) dependences of the specific magnetization r(T,H). Solid
lines correspond to the experimental isofield measurements.
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to FM one, the ZFC and FH curves become coincident, the induced
effective anisotropy energy density is null eA = 0, and the Hopkin-
son effect and the metastability range disappear (panel 3d).

On increasing the temperature (?), Fig. 3a (two upward trian-
gles) and 3b show a two-step magneto-structural transformation
since the applied field (or eH) at Tstr is not strong enough to drive
the phase transition (first step) and, therefore, an extra contribu-
tion of the thermal energy eT is required (second step at higher
temperature). As the magnetic field increases (vertical arrows "
in panels 3a and 3b), eH becomes high enough to drive the mag-
neto-structural phase transition at Tstr.

The complete T- and H-dependence of rH(T) using both the ZFC
(similarly to FH for H > HR) and FC protocols have been shown in
Fig. 4a and b, respectively. As it is can be seen, the magnetostruc-
tural phase transition at Tstr = 271(2) K introduces a jump in the
magnetization drZFC � 21 A m2 kg�1 and drFC � 25 A m2 kg�1 (for
H > HR), or, equivalently, an increase in orT,H with the concomitant
enhancement of the magnetocaloric parameter nS (Eq. (2)). Fig. 4a
shows for the ZFC process, in the low temperature (T < TR) and low
field (H < HR) ranges, the influence of the induced effective anisot-
ropy on the magnetization of the metastable MP–AP phase coexis-
tence, and how it disappears in the FC process (Fig. 4b), making the
splitting between both ZFC–FC curves to occur.

To further characterize the magnetic properties of the studied
sample, the field dependence of the specific magnetization rT(H)
was measured around the magnetostructural phase transition by
using the P1 and P2 protocols in the temperature range defined
through the characteristic AS and AF temperatures, obtaining the
following behavior: for T < AS, high-field magnetization decreases
gradually with increasing temperature as TCM is approached; in
the temperature range from AS to AF, however, besides a sharp
increase in the magnetization, a sudden change of slope can be
observed in the rT(H) curves around 2.5 T, which is associated with
the magneto-structural transition (Fig. 5 in the P1 protocol); and
finally, at higher temperatures T > AF, the latter magnetic behavior
disappears and magnetization decreases with increasing tempera-
ture as TCA is approached.



Fig. 5. Isothermal field dependence of the specific magnetization rT(H) measured
around the magneto-structural phase transition at Tstr using the P1 protocol. Inset:
Magnetic hysteresis losses after using the P1 and P2 protocols showing the
correlation between thermal and magnetic hystereses. Filled areas in the main
panel and in the inset are linked.

Fig. 6. ZFC (similarly to FH for H > HR) and FC temperature dependences of the
isothermal entropy change DS recorded at different values of the magnetic field
(those marked in the H-axis right inset). Left inset: comparison of the DS vs. T
representations obtained from ZFC and T0H" (P1) processes. Right inset: DSpk vs. H
representation (open symbols s) obtained as a cross section of the ZFC and T0H"
curves at the temperatures TCA (main panel) and Tstr(P1) (left inset), respectively.
Dotted and solid lines correspond to the fits according to the expression
DSpkðHÞ ¼ Sð0;1ÞĤn � Sð0;0Þ. Both y-axes in insets are correlated.

1 For our purposes is equivalent the use of Ĥ (normalized by its unit in T) or the
dimensionless variable ĥ = l0lBH/(kBTpk), where lB and kB are the Bohr-magneton and
the Boltzmann constant, respectively.
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Inset in Fig. 5 displays the temperature dependence of the mag-
netic hysteresis losses when the P1 and P2 protocols have been
performed. These values have been calculated as the filled area
between the isothermal magnetization and demagnetization
curves, in the corresponding temperature range from AS to AF, dis-
playing a maximum value at the Tstr(P1) = 270(1) K and Tstr(P2) =
272(1) K, and almost zero magnetic hysteresis values outside this
temperature range. These hysteretic losses exhibit a complex
dependence on both T and H, i.e., magnetic and thermal hystereses
are correlated or, in other words, the magnetic hysteresis depends
on the thermal history and vice versa, which should be carefully
subtracted from any thermodynamic variable Y, for instance the
refrigerant capacity g of the magnetocaloric materials, in order to
obtain the reversible Y value.

To evaluate the MCE we have proceeded with the calculation of
DS(T,H) values using the first equality of Eq. (4) in the experimental
temperature range from 50 K to 400 K by heating (ZFC and FH) and
cooling (FC) the ribbon sample at constant field value, and in the
temperature range from AS to AF (where the magnetic hysteresis
are significant) by magnetizing up to 3 T (denoted as T0H" process)
or demagnetizing (T0H;) at constant temperature T0.

Fig. 6 shows the ZFC (similarly to FH for H > HR) temperature
dependence of the DS curves obtained under different applied
fields l0HR = 0.5 T < l0H < 3 T from the rZFC(T) values presented
in Fig. 4a, indicating the existence of the inverse (AS < T < AF) and
direct (T < AS and T > AF) MCE with remarkable maximum
DSpk = 11.8(1) J K�1 kg�1 and minimum DSpk = �2.2(1) J K�1 kg�1

values, respectively reached at the maximum applied field of 3 T.
A slight field dependence of the positive Tpk(H) peak towards lower
temperatures has been observed, which is due to the thermody-
namic equivalence of T and H as driving forces for the Martensitic
transformation. However, the negative peak does not shift and
takes place at TCA. The DS curve has a tick-like shape, characteristic
of a second order phase transition, with the positive k-peak
‘‘embedded’’ inside the curve due to the inverse MCE.

Together with the ZFC (or FH) magnetocaloric response, Fig. 6
also displays the corresponding FC temperature dependence of
the DS obtained under different applied fields (H > HR) from the
rFC(T) values presented in Fig. 4b, indicating the aforementioned
field-independent thermal hysteresis dT and, likewise, the
existence of the inverse (MF < T < MS) and direct (T < MF and
T > MS) MCE with a higher maximum value DSpk = 17.3(1) J K�1 -
kg�1 for an applied magnetic field of 3 T, exhibiting a similar field
evolution of the positive peak towards lower temperatures and the
same direct magnetocaloric behavior.

Once the DS values have been determined from isofield rH(T)
magnetization (under heating and cooling), its determination from
the isothermal rT(H) curves (by magnetizing and demagnetizing in
the P1 and P2 protocols) completes the study of the magnetocalo-
ric response of the Ni50.29Mn36.47Sn13.24 alloy ribbons. The compar-
ison of the results obtained from ZFC and T0H" in the P1 protocol is
shown in the left inset of Fig. 6. It is important to know that there is
no shift of the positive peak in the T0H" protocol since the eT is kept
constant, contrary to the ZFC where the required eT decreases as
the eH increases and, consequently, the Martensitic transformation
temperature Tstr shifts towards lower temperatures.

In order to make easy the comparison between these experi-
mental results with those reported in the literature, the field
dependences of DSpk obtained at the temperature Tpk of the posi-
tive (Tpk = Tstr(P1)) and negative (Tpk = TCA) peaks of the DS vs. T rep-
resentation, have been fitted according to the modified expression1

DSpkðHÞ ¼ Sð0;1ÞĤn � Sð0;0Þ [56–58], as it is shown in the right inset
of Fig. 6. The latter expression corresponds to Eq. (8) with Y = S,
where S(0,0) is the contribution of the zero-field entropy S(T,0) at
Tpk, with n field independent at this temperature. This fitting proce-
dure was carried out in an external magnetic field range from 0 to
3 T with the following parameters S(0,1) = 1.03(2) J K�1 kg�1,
n = 0.70(1), S(0,0) = 0.03(1) J K�1 kg�1 and r = 0.9999 for Tpk = TCA

(as it is presented in Table 1 together with those values for
Tpk = Tstr(P1)).

Left inset of Fig. 7 shows the reduced molar heat capacity at
zero field c = C(T, 0)/R, where R = 8.314 J K�1mol�1 is the ideal gases
constant. As it can be seen, the experimental heat capacity exhibits
two clear k-type peaks at 271.1(5) K and 311.2(5) K, associated to
the magnetostructural (at Tstr) and magnetic (at TCA) phase transi-



Fig. 7. Temperature dependence of both the magnetocaloric effect DTad recorded at
different applied fields (main panel), and that of its reduced molar heat capacity c
(left inset). Right inset: DTpk

ad vs. H representation (open symbols s) obtained as a
cross section of the main panel at TCA. Solid line corresponds to the fit according to
the expression DTpk

adðHÞ ¼ DTadð0;1ÞĤh .
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tions, respectively. Dotted line in the inset is a guide to the eyes to
roughly visualize the zero-field heat capacities CM(Tpk,0) and
CL(Tpk,0) contributions around both phase transitions, which
appropriately obtained would allow us to determine the zero-field
entropies contribution S(0,0).

Finally, to fully characterize the MCE in the studied sample, we
have calculated the adiabatic temperature change DTad as it is pre-
sented in Fig. 7, obtained from the numerical resolution of Eq. (7)
once the values of SðT;0Þ ¼

R T
0 ðCðT;0Þ=TÞdT (2blue line in Fig. 1),

DSZFC(T,H) from the first equality of Eq. (4) (Fig. 6), and S(T,H) from
Eq. (6) (red lines in Fig. 1) have been previously calculated. The DTad

vs. T representation, caused by the variation of an external magnetic
field from 0 to 3 T, presents the characteristic shape of that to a sec-
ond order phase transition, like in the DS curve, with the negative
peak embedded inside due to the inverse MCE, displaying remark-
able maximum DTpk

ad ¼ 4:7ð1Þ K and minimum DTpk
ad ¼ �6:3ð1Þ K val-

ues. A field evolution of the positive Tpk(H) peak towards lower
temperatures has been observed while the negative peak takes place
at TCA.

Analogously, the field dependence of DTpk
ad obtained at the tem-

perature of the positive peak TCA corresponding to the DTad vs. T
representation, has been fitted according to the power-law
DTpk

adðHÞ ¼ DTadð0;1ÞĤh in an external magnetic field range from 0
to 3 T (right inset of Fig. 7), with the fitting parameters
DTad(0,1) = 2.28(2) K, h = 0.68(2). Alternatively DTad has been cal-
culated from the numerical resolution of Eq. (3), once the field
dependence of the C(T,H) values have been ruled out after consid-
ering C(T,H) � C(T,0) and assuming that DTad=Tð0Þ ¼ jnSj � 1 or,
analogously, taking into account the aforementioned first-order
approximation DTad ¼ �ðT=CHÞDS, showing good agreement
between both procedures for the SOPT at TCA, as expected [59].

As it has been previously mentioned, the discontinuities in M
and S can be totally rounded due to inhomogeneities, being oMT,H

and oST,H continuous in the temperature range where the FOPT
takes place. Therefore, the discontinuities in M (Fig. 3) and in S
(Fig. 1), transform into peaks and can be treated as continuous
functions. According to thermodynamics [60], the stability of the
equilibrium state places certain conditions on the sign of the ther-
2 For interpretation of color in Fig. 1, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.
mal, mechanical and chemical response functions. The condition
for thermal stability tells us that CH > 0 and @ST,H > 0. If a small
excess of heat is added to a volume element of the Heusler alloy
ribbon when the FOPT takes place, then the temperature of the vol-
ume element must increase relative to its surroundings so that
some of the heat will flow out again. This requires that the heat
capacity CH be positive. If the heat capacity were negative, the tem-
perature would decrease and even more heat would flow in, thus
leading to instability. Notice in Fig. 1 that on the right-hand side
of the S vs. T peak, where the heat capacity CH = T@ST,H is negative,
it does not contradict the thermodynamic stability criteria. This
negative value of @ST,H just indicates that the system is not an equi-
librium state in this temperature range, as it has been previously
reported in the literature [61].

Since only two of the critical exponents of the SOPT at TCA are
independent, in this study we have determined all of them based
on these two exponents: n = 0.70(1) obtained from the fitting of
the DSpk (H) values using Eq. (8) (for Y = S and b(S) = n, see right
inset of Fig. 6), and the gap exponent D = 1.74(1), obtained accord-
ing to Eq. (10) from the fitting of reference temperatures as a
power-law of the field (�H1/D), or alternatively, according to Eq.
(11) as the fitting of reference fields as a power-law of the temper-
ature (�|e|D) [39,62,63]. Although the determination of 1/d from
Eq. (8) is much faster than that for D, this method was not carried
out since the value of TCA, as determined from the inflection point
of the isofield rZFC(T) curve at low field, does not coincide exactly
with an experimental temperature point of the isothermal rT(H)
measurements, thus quite experimental errors could be intro-
duced. It is also important to note that although DTad (as a temper-
ature magnitude) scales with field as the reduced temperature e
(�H1/D), the discrepancy found in the values h and 1/D has been
explained by means of the experimental procedure undertaken to
determine both exponents, in which two samples and two experi-
mental techniques have been used: one sample for the determina-
tion of 1/D from the magnetization measurement, and the second
one to obtain h from the magnetization and heat capacity measure-
ments, with the subsequent experimental errors introduced in the
determination of TCA.

In order to validate the reliability of the critical exponents
obtained from this procedure, the temperature and field depen-
dence of the normalized magnetizations rt and rh (according to
the nomenclature used in Eqs. (10) and (11) for Y = r, a(r) = b
and b(r) = 1/d) has been plotted vs. the renormalized temperature
t and field h, respectively. It can be observed that the experimental
data fall on the universal curve s in the rt vs. t representation
(main panel of Fig. 8), and on the two universal curves f+ (for
T > TCA) and f� (T < TCA) in the Ln(rh) vs. Ln(h) representation (inset
of Fig. 8). These results satisfactorily indicate that the obtained val-
ues of the critical exponents b = 0.48(4) for e < 0, and 1/d = 0.28(1),
using the following relationships:

b ¼ 1þ nD� D; 1=d ¼ 1=Dþ n� 1; ð12Þ

are quite reliable. These values are inside of the range previously
reported for the same ribbon sample compositions Ni50Mn25+xSn25�x

with x = 11 and x = 12 [64].
A relationship between the critical amplitudes r(0,1) and

r(�1,0), and the values of the temperature and field scaling func-
tions for s	(t = 0) and f±(h = 0), respectively, is possible to be deter-
mined by combining Eqs. (10) and (11) [39]: r(0,1) = s	(0), f+(0) = 0
and f�(0) = r(�1,0), as has been indicated in Fig. 8, where
rA(0,1) = 20.0(1) A m2 kg�1 T�1/d and rA(�1,0) = 96(1) A m2 kg�1.
Once the rA(�1,0), TCA and b values are known, the theoretical
results of the spontaneous magnetization rA(T,0) = r0A(T) of the
AP, offered by Eq. (9), have been presented in the main panel of
Fig. 9 (solid line).



Fig. 8. Universal temperature t or field h dependences of the renormalized rt (main
panel) and rh (inset) magnetizations around the critical point of the SOPT at TCA. rt

⁄,
rh
⁄, t⁄ and h⁄ are the corresponding dimensionless magnitudes obtained after

normalizing by their units.

Fig. 9. Temperature dependence below TCA of the experimental spontaneous
magnetization r0 (dot symbols), along with the theoretical ones offered by Eq. (9)
for T < TCA (solid line). Dashed line corresponds to the fitting of spontaneous
magnetization of the MP according to Eq. (9) for T < TCM. Open symbols h indicate
the spontaneous magnetizations at the compensate points Tcp. Inset: Isotherms of
the DTad change vs. the experimental magnetization as r1/b at selected tempera-
tures (T < TCM, AS < T < AF, AF < T < TCA and T > TCA).
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According to the mean field theory (b = 0.5) it can be shown
that, below the Curie temperature TC (for our purposes TCA or
TCM), the magnetocaloric DTad change is given by [65]:

DTadðT;HÞ ¼
Nq
2cr
½r1=bðT;HÞ � r1=b

0 ðTÞ�; ð13Þ

where N is the molecular field constant, q the density and cr the
specific heat at constant magnetization. Extrapolating the linear
behavior of the MCE effect against the experimental magnetization
as r1/b, gives the slope and interception on the r1/b-axis which are
related to the molecular field constant N and the experimental
spontaneous magnetization r0(T), respectively.

Inset of Fig. 9 displays the magnetocaloric effect as a function of
r1/b at selected temperatures (T < TCM, AS < T < AF, AF < T < TCA and
T > TCA), showing the expected linear dependence in magnetic
fields above HR. Some of the DTad vs. r1/b curves, in the tempera-
ture range AS < T < AF where the magnetostructural phase transi-
tion takes place, appear to exhibit two linear regions, but
without having field-dependent specific heat data, a complete
quantitative analysis of this phenomena is not possible. Further
studies are being undertaken without making reference to the
mean field model approximation.

The spontaneous magnetization obtained from the inset of
Fig. 9 by extrapolation of the linear behavior of the curves in the
temperature range T > AF (AP) is plotted as a function of tempera-
ture in the main panel of Fig. 9 (dot symbols), showing a quite good
agreement with the theoretical values obtained from Eq. (9) for the
SOPT at TCA. Furthermore, although it is not allowed the determina-
tion of the critical exponents for the SOPT at TCM and, therefore, to
obtain their corresponding universal curves s and f± (see Fig. 8 for
the SOPT at TCA), the linear extrapolation of these curves in the
inset of Fig. 9 have also been plotted as a function of the tempera-
ture in the temperature range T < TCM (MP), shown with dot sym-
bols in Fig. 9. The obtained Curie temperature value is
T
CM ¼ 263:2ð5Þ K (higher than TCM), and the spontaneous magneti-
zation has been fitted according to Eq. (9) (e < 0) with the critical
amplitude rM(–1,0) = 36.3(7) A m2 kg�1, when the critical expo-
nent b given by the 3D Heisenberg model (bH = 0.367) has been
imposed (dashed line in Fig. 9).

The latter analysis in terms of the critical exponent b [64],
points out the existence of long-range FM order in the AP
(T < TCA) and short-range FM order in MP (T < TCM), consequence
of the MP–AP phase coexistence with r0A > r0M, even for higher
magnetic field values H > HR.

Regarding the aforementioned treatment of two magnetic
phases with their magnetic moments opposite-aligned that
describes the MP–AP phase coexistence, i.e., secondary AP with
FM ordering and spontaneous magnetization r0A (>r0M) in the par-
ent MP with AFM ordering (T < Tstr). The following expression:

zMr0MðTcpÞ � zAr0AðTcpÞ ¼ 0; ð14Þ

at the compensate temperature point T = Tcp at which the two oppo-
sitely-aligned magnetic moments (";) cancel to each other and
eA = eH (opens symbols h in Fig. 9), allow us to obtain the fractions
zM = 0.72(2) and zA = 1 � zM = 0.28(2) of the both coexisting MP and
AP phases, in agreement with the results obtained from the XRD
analyses carried out by means of the integrated area of the promi-
nent peaks.
5. Conclusions

In summary, after considering the hysteretic processes in real
thermodynamic cycles, the magnetocaloric response of Ni50.29

Mn36.47Sn13.24 alloy ribbons has been studied in a large tempera-
ture range, showing higher values than 1.5 K T�1 in the field
dependence of DTad around the magnetostructural, at Tstr = 271 K,
and magnetic, at TCA = 311 K, phase transitions.

The dimensionless Stoner’s magnetocaloric parameter nS has
turned out to be the natural variable of the phenomena, and has
allowed us to express the MCE formulation in a compact way
and to relate both the DTad and DS magnetocaloric variables. In
order to obtain general physical meaning from the universal
behaviors of the magnetic properties, a generalized expression
for the equations of state for magnetic materials has been intro-
duced as a powerful tool.

The magnetothermal properties into the temperature and field
ranges where MP–AP phase coexistence exists has been studied
by means of the induced anisotropy by the AP in the parent MP.
This metastability has been studied via the two magnetic MP and
AP phases with opposite-aligned magnetic moments. Magnetic
field values higher than that of the critical value of l0HR = 0.5 T
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produce that the magnetic moments of the two phases become
parallel to the applied magnetic field and, once it happens, the
magnetic ordering in the MP changes from AFM to FM, the ZFC
and FH magnetizations curves become coincident, the induced
effective anisotropy energy density is null eA = 0 and the metasta-
bility range disappear.

The magnetocaloric response has been studied within the mean
field theory, in which the spontaneous magnetization M0 and a
short- (in the MP) and long-range ordering (in the AP) beyond
the metastability range, together with the fractions zM = 0.72(2)
and zA = 0.28(2) of the MP and AP phases in the phase coexistence
range, have been obtained.
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